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On the following pages you will find some of 
our custom manufactured products. They are 
manufactured for everyone from shipbuilders to 
surveyors to defense contractors and aerospace 
engineers. Due to the nature of our ever-changing 
industry of technology, not every custom instru-
ment or system we manufacture is listed in this 
catalog. 

If you do not find what you are looking for, or 
have questions, please do not hesitate to contact 
one of our technology specialists to design a prod-
uct that will accommodate your needs.

Over the past 100 years, Warren-Knight Instru-
ment Co. has continued to lead the world as a pre-
cision instruments and alignment systems manu-
facturer. We help you to achieve the most reliable 
and dependable accuracy in the market today. 

We look forward to working with you in custom-
izing  and manufacturing instrumentation that 
suits your individual needs and specifications. 

We would like to thank you for 
your support of Warren-Knight 
Instrument Company, your 
business is greatly appreciated. 

Thank you.

John Warren, CEO
Warren Industries, Inc. 

Visit our website frequently for periodic instrument updates and to stay current on the latest developments in 
our industry. 

www.warrenknight.com
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Boresights
WK-29-5393C Boresight Retention Telescope
 The 29-5393C Warren-Knight Boresight Retention 
System is used to confi rm the retention of the Boresight 
alignment of various gun systems during dynamic testing 
in production. Can be fi tted with WK-96 series and digital 
camera system or WK-96 series analog camera system. The 
main telescope has a magnifi cation of 20x and a minimum 
focus of 60 Meters. 

WK-29-8050 Boresight Telescope
 The Boresight Telescope is mounted in an adjusting 
block. This Boresight Telescope can be used in a number 
of boresighting and table or plane applications. The WK-
29-8050 can be used in the 7.62mm and 50 caliber machine 
alignment bracket by using appropriate retainer mounting 
holes on the bracket. Power: 24x. Field of View: 1°. Focus 
Range: 12 ft. to infi nity. Target Position Adjustment: ± .05 
Mil. This bore can also use various sizes of other custom 
designed brackets and fi xtures.  

WK-29-8050A Machine Alignment Boresight
Bracket mounted, the 7.62/50 Caliber 12.7 MM ma-

chine alignment boresight is used to aim, align and check 
the manual, optical and electronic sighting systems on a 
tank's commanders weapon station. Replaces the armament 
being positioned, calibrates the mounting fi xture. Instru-
ment is then replaced with the armament. Power: 24x. Field 
of View: 1°. Focus Range: 12 ft. to infi nity. Target Position 
Adjustment: ± .05 Mil. Shown w/ Right Angle Eyepiece.

WK-29-8100 Series “Breech” Boresights
 Warren-Knight breech boresights are specifi cally 
designed optical instruments used for precise barrel align-
ment on selected armaments with bore dimensions of 
90mm, 105mm, and 120mm tubes. This design can be used 
in many commercial applications such as tube, internal 
bushing, critical rod and shaft positioning. Can be inserted 
directly into the breech and do not require removal of the 
gun or any of its components for proper alignment.
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Boresights
WK-29-8125 Boresight 120MM

One of the Breech Boresights, the 29-8125 Boresight, 
performs the alignment of gun tubes without the removal 
of components. A breech loading style boresight fi tted with 
handles for 105 MM and 120 MM. The handles allow easy 
insertion and extraction of the boresight gun. Magnifi cation 
is 36x. Field of View is 10' - 1°10'. Minimum Focus is 5½'. Ob-
jective Diameter is 1.92". 

WK-29-8200 Boresight Telescope
Similar to the system used in the boresight Model 

WK-29-8050A, however, this Boresight Telescope is used to 
align the 7.62 machine gun as part of the calibration of the 
commander systems only. The boresight bracket replaces the 
machine gun for calibration of the system using the same 
mounting studs as the machine gun to obtain proper align-
ment. Magnifi cation is 36x. Field of View is 10' - 1°10'. Mini-
mum Focus is 5½'. Objective Diameter is 1.92". 

WK-29-9135F Boresight Fixtures
Designed to hold the boresight model WK-29-9135 

and provide a method to align a long platform or any sur-
face which requires a precise alignment of preset points at 
increments along its entire length. Shown above with the 
WK-29-9135S Mark 75 Boresight Telescope. The MARK 75 
is generally held by a bracket or v blocks. This telescope 
screws onto an sights through cross wires fi tted into the 
fi xture openings. Magnifi cation: 8x. True Field: 3°-30'. Exit 
Pupil: 2.5 mm. Eye Distance: 18 mm. 

WK-29-9654 Decoy Launcher Boresight
Customized to your calibration specifi cations, the 

Warren-Knight 29-9654 Decoy Launcher Boresight is used 
to check the “clear to fi re” condition of a Decoy Launcher 
System. It is primarily used to defend against anti-ship mis-
siles which have avoided detection and penetrated to the 
terminal-defense area that represents an imminent threat to 
own ship. Field of view is 20 degrees.  
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33-5100-TX

33-5100-RX

Specifi cations:WK-33-5100 Wireless Link 
Boresight Assembly

 The WK-33-5100 Wireless Link Boresight 
Assembly is designed to allow for fast and easy 
connection of WK-29-5100 Series Boresight Align-
ment Systems and other Warren-Knight Analog 
Camera Instrument Systems to their respective 
monitors for remote monitoring using wireless RF 
transmission. 
 This compact system uses a Transmitter 
Model Number WK-33-5100-TX connected to the 
Boresight or Instrument, and a Receiver Model 
Number WK-33-5100-RX connected to a Monitor. 
 The transmitted image is used to visually 
check alignment between the actual pointing-line 
of the barrel or object being aligned and the calcu-
lated target line as determined by the engineering 
or targeting systems with out having long wires 
running along the deck.  
 All Analog WK-29-5100 Series Boresight 
Alignment Systems use as the basis for their 
systems a WK-29-5100M Series Boresight Camera 
Assembly with an analog internal camera. The 
Boresight Camera Assembly can be mounted to 
a permanent mandrel or fi xture, or used on vari-
ous sized mandrels as the optic scope and camera 
system are the same but modifi ed to permit many 
different bore diameters from 5mm to 200mm and 
sometimes larger. 
 The Wireless Link Boresight Assembly 
Transmitter with onboard fl exible whip antenna 
transmits at 900 mHz at 200 millawatts. The Trans-
mitter and has an onboard rechargeable battery 
power source and a magnetic base which will 
attach to many size barrels. The Wireless Link 
Boresight Assembly Receiver with onboard fl ex-
ible whip antenna is supplied with an AC power 
supply. The Monitor Interface Cable supplied with 
each Boresight Instrument system is used to attach 
the Monitor to the Wireless Accessory Receiver.
 The Boresight Wireless Accessory should 
be stored in clean climate controlled room at a tem-
perature between 5 and 25˚C and a relative humid-
ity of 65 ± 15%. 

 The WK-33-5100 Wireless Assembly 
is provided with a durable plastic case with 
cushioned inserts. The case is designed 
to hold the Wireless Accessory Transmit-
ter Charger (P/N-33-5100-TC1), Receiver 
(P/N-33-5100-RP1) and Power Supply, the 
3-meter Boresight Interface Cable (P/N-15-
715-3BC) and the Auxiliary safety strap. 

Components:
Transmitter Operating Frequency: 900 
mHz (nominal)
Transmitter Charger: 100-240 VAC, 0.4A
Transmitter Operation Period: 8 hrs. on 
fully charged battery
Receiver Operating Frquency: 900 mHz
Receiver Power Supply: 100-240 VAC, 
0.3A
Wattage: 200 millawatts

Boresights
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Specifi cations:
Video Eyepiece:
Video Format: CCIR-B
Connector: BNC Connector
Power Supply: 220 Volts; 50 Hz Integrated
White Balance: Full Auto

Bore Fixture Assembly:
Length: 71 cm (approx.)
Method of Attachment: Expandable mandrel 
sleeve

Eyepiece Assembly:
Resolution: 0.2 milliradians
Reticle Pattern: Cross wire reticle pattern 
with graduations
Magnifi cation: 40x power
Focusing Range: Fixed focus -- infi nity
Field of View: 2 degrees
Optics: Low refl ective, protective coating

Video CablePower Supply

WK-29-5131-M 30 MM Fixed  
Video Boresighting System 

 This system makes fi re control alignment 
and calibration easy! The Warren-Knight WK-
25-5131-M Video Boresight Alignment System is 
designed to allow for the fast and easy correction of 
misalignment that can occur in combat system ele-
ments.
 A compact, high performance camera, 
calibrated to be concentric with the optical axis of 
the boresight, transmits the sight line of the element 
being calibrated. This transmitted image can be 
used to visually check misalignment between actual 
point line of gun and the calculated target line as 
determined by the weapons targeting system.
 The Warren-Knight WK-25-5131-M is de-
signed specifi cally to fi t inside a 30 mm diameter 
bore. The boresight features an expanding mandrel 
insert that is easily secured inside the bore of the 
gun to ensure maximum surface contact and gun 
bore center line concentricity.
 The WK-29-5131-M video eyepiece is 
threaded onto the eyepiece assembly and can be 
removed for routine maintenance. Comes with a 
15 meter cable with BNC connector to fi t into TV 
monitor.
 The bore fi xture assembly is designed with 
an expandable insert to allow it to be comfortably 
fi tted into the muzzle end of the bore. With fi xture 
inserted, the mandrel sleeve is expanded to allow 
for snug and secure fi t. Once the fi xture is in place, 
the eyepiece assembly is attached to the leveling 
plate/adapter using locating pins and bolts.

The eyepiece is equipped with thread to 
accept video eyepiece. Eyepiece assembly includ-
ing the video eyepiece fi ts into bore fi xture leveling 
plate/adapter. Either a grid style reticle pattern or a 
concentric style reticle pattern may be ordered. 
 The Video Boresight Alignment System 
should be stored in a clean, climate controlled room 
at temperature between 5° and 25°C and a relative 
humidity of 65 ± 15%. The WK-25-5131-M is pro-
vided with a durable plastic case with foam inserts. 

Boresights
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Video Eyepiece:
Video Format: CCIR-B
Connection: BNC Connector
Power Supply: 115 to 220 Volts; 50 to 60 Hz
White Balance: Full Auto 

Bore Fixture:
Dimensions: 76 mm diameter x 165.12 mm 
length
Method Attachment: Symmetrical bearing 
pads and spring plunger

Telescope:
Resolution: 0.2 millidrians
Reticle Pattern: Cross wire reticle pattern with 
graduations
Magnifi cation: 21x power with 46mm clear 
aperture
Focusing Range: Fixed focus infi nity
Field of View: 2 degrees
Optics: Low refl ective, protective coating

WK-29-5171-M 76 MM Fixed  
Video Boresighting System

 This system is the perfect choice for 
weapons systems confi dence checking! The WK-
29-5171-M's rugged design features a unique 
plunger and pad arrangement that secures the 
instrument inside bore for worry-free operation. 
 The Warren-Knight boresight alignment 
system is designed to allow bore alignment in a 
dynamic environment using a video eyepiece. 
This boresight system is designed for 76mm 
diameter boresights. Gun mount bronze bearing 
collars with symmetrical surface pads and spring 
plunger type retainers.
 The boresight telescope has a resolu-
tion of 0.2 millidrians with a cross-wire reticle 
pattern. It has a 21x magnifi cation power with 
46mm clear aperture and fi xed focusing range to 
infi nity. The fi eld of view is 2° with low refl ective 
optics. 
 The bore fi xture is 76mm in diameter by 
165.12mm in length. The system includes a 15 
meter cable with a BNC connector to fi t into a 
TV monitor-- in addition to a power supply. The 
power supply includes 115 to 220 volts, or 50 to 
50 Hz.
 The WK-29-5171-M Warren-Knight Video 
Boresight System is available with custom reticle 
patterns. Warren-Knight offers a full line of vid-
eo eyepieces that can be conveniently adapted to 
suit existing equipment. 

Video Cable

Power Supply

76 MM Complete Boresight Kit 

Boresights
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Specifi cations:

Video Cable Power Supply

Camera Assembly: Contains a high-reso-
lution, digital camera. The camera is com-
patible with USB 2 Enhanced digital format.

Boresight Bracket Assembly: Used to at-
tach the Boresight telescope to the mandrel 
assembly.

Intermediate Body Assembly: Houses 
optics. Contains a reticule that is focused 
at the factory using the camera and then 
locked to prevent tampering that could re-
sult in reticule appearing out of focus. 

Expanding Mandrel Assembly: Preci-
sion machined tapered mandrel sleeve fi ts 
over a tapered mandrel arbor. By moving 
the sleeve on the arbor the sleeve expands 
or compresses allowing the mandrel assem-
bly to be locked and unlocked in the bore.

WK-29-5123-M 20 MM Fixed 
Video Boresighting Align-
ment System

This system is designed to allow for fast 
and accurate detection of misalignment between 
the targeting system and the fi ring axis of the 
gun.
 The Warren-Knight WK-29-5123-M 
Digital Video Boresight Alignment System is 
designed to allow for the fast and easy testing 
of combat sighting element. The Boresight has a 
high resolution, low magnifi cation optical sys-
tem, making it ideal for dynamic measurement. 
 A compact, right angle telescope is 
calibrated to be concentric with mechanical axis 
of the Boresight. A digital camera transmits the 
sight line element being calibrated. This trans-
mitted image can be used to visually check 
misalignment between actual pointing line of the 
gun and the calculated target line as determined 
by the weapons targeting system.
 The WK-5123-M is designed specifi cally 
to fi t inside of a 20 mm diameter bore. The Bore-
sight features an expanding mandrel insert that 
is easily secured inside the bore of the gun to 
ensure maximum surface contact and Boresight 
accuracy. 

The Warren-Knight Video Boresight 
Alignment System requires minimal routine 
maintenance.  After each use, use a soft cloth to 
wide the instrument body down.  Wipe mandrel 
and exposed metal parts down with light fi lm of 
oil to prevent rust.  
 The WK-29-5123-M Digital Video Bore-
sight Alignment System is provided with a 
durable storage case with foam inserts. The case 
is designed to hold the Digital Video Boresight 
Alignment Scope, the handle/restraint assembly 
and the Boresight Interface Cable. The system 
should be stored at a controlled room tempera-
ture between 5 and 25°C and a relative humidity 
of 65 ± 15%. 

The Warren-Knight Boresight Alignment 
System is designed to operate on PC systems 
having Microsoft Windows 2000 (SP4)/XP(SP2) 
and USB 2 Enhanced capability.

Boresights
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Custom Boresights

Custom boresights are available to meet your calibration needs!

• 5.56 mm
• 7.5 mm
• 7.62 mm
• 9 mm
• 12 mm
• 14.5 mm
• 20 mm

Boresight scopes are available in straight or right angle 
with reticle patterns in crosshairs or graduated MILS. 

Mandrels can be expanding arbor, tapered arbor, 
receiver only or strain arbor. Analog video, eye-view and 
video, or digital video eyepieces are available.

• 25 mm
• 27 mm
• 30 mm
• 35 mm
• 40 mm
• 57 mm
• 75 mm

• 76 mm
• 83 mm
• 84 mm
• 90 mm
• 100 mm
• 105 mm
• 115 mm

• 119 mm
• 120 mm
• 125 mm
• 127 mm
• 130 mm
• 150 mm
• 155 mm

Bore diameters, within these ranges or larger, are available:

Designed to allow bore alignment in a dynamic environment using a video camera!
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Leveling

Sensor Housing

Specifi cations:

WK-34-7000 Telemetric 
Alignment System

The Warren-Knight Telemetric Alignment 
System is designed to facilitate combat system 
leveling and other alignment applications by 
providing a quick and simple method to measure 
differential angles between two or more planes. 
The Warren-Knight system shown features sen-
sors—accurate to within ± 10 arc seconds. 
 The sensors are encased in a sturdy alu-
minum housing each with a precision machined 
base. The sensor heads have a sturdy precision-
machined housing with fl at base . The collection 
device features two ports for connecting sensor 
heads and additional port for connecting an 
external power supply or connecting directly to a 
personal computer for data storage. 

The WK-34-7272-R, a 150 Meter cable, is 
on a reel with a connector for power supply. The 
reel features a 10 foot leader to allow for easy 
installation and operation. 
 The WK-34-7912-R, a Universal Power 
Supply, connects a device to the WK-34-7272-R 
cable reel to provide power to the systems. 
 The WK-34-2300, a hand-held collection 
device, collects data from two remote sensors and 
processes angular readings. 
 The WK-34-7321-R, a 15 Meter cable, is 
used for connecting the sensor WK-34-7124-R to 
the hand-held collection device. 
 The WK-34-7124-R, Sensor A, features 
a precision machined base. This sensor is con-
nected to the hand held collector device (WK-34-
2300) using cable WK-34-7231-R (15 meter cable) 
ONLY. This sensor is connected to port A of the 
hand held collection device. 
 The WK-34-7125-R, Sensor B, includes 
electronics internal to allow signal to travel dis-
tances up to 1000 meters (cable required) from 
the data collection device or the computer. This 
confi guration features a precision machine base. 
This sensor is connected to the hand held collec-
tion device using cable WK-34-7272-R (150 Meter 
Cable). This sensor is connected to Port B.

Sensor Heads:
Sensor Range: ± 10 Degrees
Limits Error: ± 10 Seconds of Arc
Dimensions: 6" x 4" x 4"

Connection Device:
Ext. Power Supply: +12... +48 V DC
Batteries: 250 mW
Output Data: RS 485

Connection Cable: 15 meter standard 
length – longer lengths available.

Weight: 15 lbs total system.

Basic system: (2) ± 10-degree sensors ca-
pable of being mounted up to 1,000 meters 
from the central data collection device that 
are mounted to right-angle plates, and a 
hand-held collection device.
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Leveling
WK-23-3000 Electronic Digital Clinometer 

A precise angle measuring instrument designed to 
prevent operator error, the Electronic Digital Clinometer is 
a self contained unit with direct reading and resolution to 
.1 Mil, accuracy of ± .2 Mils and arrange from -300 Mils to 
+1600 Mils. This clinometer is also offered with readings in 
degree of arc. It can be connected to an additional sensor to 
allow an operator to read the angle of a surface no visible to 
the observer up to 300 feet.

WK-23-3500 Electronic Mini Level 
The Warren-Knight 23-3500 Electronic Mini Level is 

a very accurate and small precision angle measuring instru-
ment that can be used to read angles digitally to 1 second of 
arc. The instrument has a range of ± 3 arc minutes and can 
be provided with a remote display system. It is designed to 
prevent operator error. The digital display prevents errors 
by interpolation and insures that the same readings will be 
determined by different observers.

WK-33-1000 Series Electronic Level Transducer 
Provide out-of-level indication, out-of-level direction 

and linear output proportional to the out-of-level condition 
depending on the model selected. Various sensitivities of 
1 arc second to 10 arc minutes can be provided along with 
ranges from ± 2 arc minutes to ± 1 arc degree. Each ELT 
unit consists of a sensing element and electronic circuiting 
in an aluminum case that is electronically interfaced.

WK-35-4445 Electronic Protractor
This system incorporates the Electronic Clinometer, 

a digital display, and a 4 ft. cable. (Cable lengths up to 200 
ft. are available. Consult factory for details.) This system 
works on a 9 volt battery and needs no external power. The 
display can be mounted up to 200 ft. from the sensor. There 
are three systems to choose from, ±20 degrees w/ a 0.01 
degree resolution, ±45°, or a +90° w/ 0.1 degree resolution.
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Leveling
WK-34-2300 Level Meter 2000
 Features a large digital display and can be confi g-
ured for all common inclination measurements using simple 
built-in programs. Has two individual measuring channels 
for: single display of channel A, or B, differential mode (A 
- B), and an alternating display of the channels A, B every 
5 sec. Auto setting of absolute zero when using reversal 
measurement. Preset function of angles and setting of rela-
tive zero. Exporting the measured values via RS232 port. 
Calibration terminal for Zerotronic Sensors (WK-34-3340). 

WK-34-2340 Level Meter Light
 All sensors and instruments of the Zerotronic and 
the "NT" family instruments, like Minilevel and Leveltronic 
may be used. Can be used as an improved version of the 
remote display or as a simplifi ed display unit of the Level 
Meter 2000. The Level Meter Light is used as a display unit 
and as an interface between the measuring unit and the PC. 
It does not, however, allow a user to change or set param-
eters such as a measuring unit or a relative base length. 

WK-34-3340 Zerotronic Sensors
The Zerotronic Sensor features high resolution and 

high precision, excellent temperature, measuring ranges of 
± 0.5 to ± 60, synchronized registration of measuring values 
for several sensors. There is no infl uence by strong electro-
magnetic waves or strong electric fi elds. The sensors are not 
sensitive to shock due to the fact that the pendulum is light 
weight and has a limited travel. Measuring Ranges: 1 (± 1 
Deg.), 10 (± 10 Deg.), 30 (± 30 Deg.), and 60 (± 60 Deg.).

WK-34-5118 Clinotronic 2000
 Allows any leveling units to be measured and the 
embedded program includes common leveling and calibra-
tion functions such as reversal point measurement. Measur-
ing range: ± 45 Arc. Degree Standard, ± 10, 30, 60 Degree 
Special. Resolution depending on units set : 5 Sec. of arc (= 
0.025 mm/m). Readout Error <5 Sec. of arc + 0.07% R.O. 
Temp. range: Operating (0º to 40ºC.), Storage (-20º to 70º C). 
Housing is stainless steel (150 x 150 x 35mm). Weight: 6.61 
lbs. (3 kg).
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WK-35-4490 Digital Protractor
Provides instant digital display of level, angle, and 

tilt. Consists of a rugged electronic sensor, custom circuitry 
and liquid crystal display in an easy-to-use, hand held bat-
tery powered package. Digital display eliminates the need 
to interpret a bubble or vernier scale. Range: ±45° Resolu-
tion: ±0.1° Linearity: ±0.1° (0° to10°) 1.5% of reading (10° to 
45°) Repeatability : ±0.1° Cross Axis Error: <1% up to 45° 
cross axis angle Voltage Supply : 9 volt battery Battery Life: 
100 hours approx.

WK-40-1650 Hand Level
This inexpensive hand level will satisfy most pre-

liminary survey, excavation and road construction applica-
tions. Used to determine a horizontal line of sight. It is well 
balanced, accurate, and sturdy to give long life and de-
pendable service at a low cost. All aluminum construction 
furnished in a durable vinyl case with belt loop.  Length: 
6".  Also available in 6" with an overall length of 8". This is 
known as the Warren-Knight Precision Hand Level (WK-
40-1660). 

WK-34-5116 Clinotronic Plus
Has a range of ±45° capacity of 0-360° using all four 

bases and a resolution of 0.01° selectable. Uses standard 
1.5V AA batteries. Interface connection RS485 is integrated. 
Has low battery indication and built-in calibration. Di-
mensions: 4 x 3 x 1"(100 x 75 x 30mm). Weight: 13 oz.(380 
grams). Temp. range: operational 0 to 40°C. Sensitivity: 
Depending on units set— .01°.  Repeatability: <.01°. Linear-
ity: within 3 min. of arc.

WK-40-1750 Abney Level w/ Milscales
The Abney Level is designed for years of use in 

rugged environments. The internally adjustable bubble 
magnifi er can be focused to user's eye and locked in place 
eliminating refocusing. Furnished with four scales-- makes 
it possible to obtain any one or combination of four slope 
readings: degrees, percent of grade, topographic arc, and 
chainage correction. Length: 6½". Arc Radius: 1¾". Weight: 
10 oz. 

Leveling
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Mini Level NT Series 
The tool of choice for measuring small angles, fl at-

ness of surface plates and geometrical errors It features 
a large LED digital display, switchable hi/lo sensitivity, 
precise push-button zero point adjustment, and rugged 
precision aluminum housing for protection against exter-
nal infl uences. All standard measuring bases are available. 
Signal output allowed in digital or analog form. Connection 
to Level Meter 2000 is possible for remote display. Power 
supply with “AA” 1.5 V batteries.

Mini Level NT Radio Module
Uses wireless transmission with the Level Meter 2000 

for precision measurement of small angels, even in remote 
locations. It is equipped with an integrated display and can 
be used as a stand-alone instrument. It is however possible 
to connect it to a Levelmeter to receive remote display or to 
use it together with another instrument for differential mea-
surement. The radio module is also available as an upgrade 
kit for existing instruments from the NT series.

WK-PRO3600 Digital Protractor
Provides an immediate, digital reading of all angles 

in a 360° range. The aluminum frame is grooved along the 
bottom surface to facilitate use with round objects such 
as pipes or shafts and incorporates threaded holes on the 
bottom for rigid attachment if desired. RS-232 compatible 
interface for computer data collection. Features: Full 360 
degree range (90° x 4), Easy to read LCD display, Maximum 
accuracy of ± 0.05° and maximum resolution of 0.01°.  

Precision Frame Spirit Level
Suitable for measurements on vertical and horizontal 

surfaces and shafts with optional magnetic inserts in the 
vertical measuring base to assure strong adhesion to surfac-
es.  Inserts are available in 1.1mm/m, 2.5mm/m, and screw-
on. Special plastic handles on 3 sides eliminate the transfer 
and infl uence of the body temperature. There is simple 
adjustment of the zero-point and of rollover errors (twist) of 
the main vial. Rollover stability ± 2°.

Leveling
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Specifi cations:
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1

Optical Clinometers

 Precision Optical Clinometers have a 
360 degree operating range reading to either 10 
seconds or to 1 second. They are used for accurate 
measurement or setting of angles, calibration, 
alignment, machine setting, boresighting, fi re 
control alignment, and inspection. The level indi-
cator is a precision level vial mounted to a preci-
sion graduated circle and an optical micrometer 
graduated at 10 seconds of arc. 
 The standard level vial housing can be 
replaced with an auto collimating mirror or spe-
cial worktable. The clinometers can then be used 
vertically or horizontally as a precision circular 
measuring table for horizontal use. An accessory 
base is required. An optical illumination system is 
available for illumination of the internal scales. 

WK-23-1190 Reads to 10 seconds (est. to 2”)
WK-23-1195 Reads to 1 second (est. to .2”)
WK-23-1190C-20  10” Optical Clinometer w/ 
Coincidence Vial
WK-23-1810-SB 10" Bench Level w/ Mounting 
Hls.

Accessories:
1.  WK-23-1190 Optical Clinometer
2.  WK-23-1115 Illumin. System Transformer
3.  WK-23-1110 Illumination System
4.  WK-23-1125 Clinometer Worktable
5.  WK-23-1130 Auto collimating Mirror 
6.  WK-23-1120 Optical Clinometer Support
7.  WK-31-1113 LED Clinometer Illuminator

Angular Range: 0 to 360°
Graduation Interval: 10 Seconds of Arc*
Can be estimated to: 2 Seconds of Arc
Readings repeatable to: 5 Seconds of Arc
Maximum error between any two read-
ings: 10 Seconds of Arc
Reference faces of base fl at to within: 
0-.0005" (0-.013mm)
Maximum symmetrical load when used 
horizontally: 5 lbs.
Level vial sensitivity: 20 Seconds per Divi-
sion
Base Dimensions: 6.5" x 3" (165 mm x 76 
mm)
Overall Height: 8.5" (215 mm)
Weight: 8.0 lbs. (3.6 kg)

*Available to read to 10 seconds or 1 second.

7

Clinometers
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23-2052

Specifi cations:

Drum Clinometers

Drum Clinometer, Model WK-23-2054, is 
a rugged precision instrument for measuring or 
determining tilt and is designed for long life and 
easy handling. Angles are read directly to one 
minute and to 15 seconds by interpolation. This 
clinometer is graduated from 0° to 180° to 0° with 
negative numbers descending in red and positive 
numbers ascending in black.
 The Warren-Knight Micrometer Drum Cli-
nometer WK-23-2054 features two hardened and 
ground base plates. The lower 6" plate is suitable 
for use on shafts, propellers, wing surfaces, ma-
chine tools, test tables, production fi xtures, and 
more. This adjustable base permits reading angles 
from zero, even when working from surfaces not 
perfectly horizontal.
 The lower base plate and the compensat-
ing screw may be removed permitting the fi xed 
base to be used in contact with the working or 
reference surface. When used in this manner, 
the Clinometer is adjusted to the fi xed base. The 
graduations will read 0° and the level vial will 
center only when the base is truly horizontal. This 
permits the Clinometer to be clamped to a tilt-
able surface with all angles read directly from the 
horizontal. 
 All working parts are effectively enclosed 
in a dust-tight case-- assuring abrasion-free con-
tact between the accurate ground arc and worm. 
The micrometer drum worm shaft is spring-
loaded to elinimate backlash. The lower 6" x 1½" 
base provides, in addition to fl at pads, a shallow 
V with clearance cut and center relief. Overall 
height of the Clinometer is 5 15/16". Complete 
with instructions and sturdy storage case.
 Drum Clinometer WK-23-2052 is similar 
to WK-23-2054, but has a range of 10° to 0° to 90°. 
It fits easily into small storage and operational 
space. It is used worldwide by aircraft manu-
facturers, maintenance facilities, and aerospace 
services. Supplied with a durable plastic carrying 
case. 
 Refer to the specifications list (left) to find 
the Drum Clinometer that suits your individual 
needs!

WK-23-2052 Micrometer Drum Clinom-
eter: 1 min. (res.), 1 min.(accuracy)

WK-23-2152 Micrometer Drum Clinom-
eter: 30 sec. (res.), 30 sec. (accuracy)

WK-23-2252 Micrometer Drum Clinom-
eter: 20 sec (res.),  20 sec. (accuracy)

WK-23-2054 Drum Clinometer: 1 min. 
(res.), 1 min.(accuracy)

WK-23-2154 Drum Clinometer: 30 sec. 
(res.), 30 sec. (accuracy)

WK-23-2254 Drum Clinometer: 20 sec 
(res.),  20 sec. (accuracy)

WK-23-2954 Drum Clinometer: 1 min. 30 
sec. (res.), 1 min. 30 sec.(accuracy)

23-2054

Clinometers
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WK-23-1990 Propeller Protractor
 A four-way precision instrument that measures 
angles directly between any two planes or any number of 
planes, such as setting a detachable blade type propeller 
on an airplane. Snug fi tting circles are tooled to close toler-
ances that minimize the error and play found in other pro-
tractors. The circle and plate vial are accurate to 45 minutes 
per 2 mm. The vernier reads to six minutes. Measures 7.25” 
base x 7.25”  high with a 5.5" face. Has a matte fi nish to cut 
glare. Weight: 2 lbs. 

WK-23-2010 Vernier Clinometer
 Measures angles quickly and accurately to 15 min-
utes. Engine divided from 60° to 0° 60°. The level vial ad-
justs easily to a reference base of plus or minus 6 degrees 
and the vernier arm reads angle to 15 minutes. Detachable 
base magnets with magnetic keepers make measuring easi-
er. The clinometer is favored by engineers, inspectors, pipe 
and steel fabricators, plumbers and electricians. Measures: 
1.25” wide x 6” long x 4.75” high. Comes with durable plas-
tic carrying case. Weight: 17 oz. 

WK-23-2060 Precise Quadrant Level
Graduated to give a direct reading to 10 seconds 

with a range of -2° to +110°. The quick accurate leveling of 
the 20 second per 2 mm level vial is accomplished by means 
of a clamp and slow motion tangent screw. This clinometers 
has been used in shipbuilding yards and is used to calibrate 
foundation points, machinery foundations, and other ap-
plications. Arc radius 6-7/8”. Base 5” x 12”. Complete with 
durable case.

WK-23-4000 Block Level Series
Series Micrometer Block Levels are ideal for inspec-

tion activities and for shop applications. Block levels have 
gained widespread acceptance, as they provide a rapid 
means of accurately and reliably determining angles of 
inclination with simple adjustment. Range: +3° to -2°. Mea-
sures: 8" x 2" x 3.75". Weight: 4 lbs. Available to read to 1 
minute (WK-24-4000), 5 seconds (WK-24-4005), 15 seconds 
(WK-24-4015), or 20 seconds (WK-24-2040).

Clinometers
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WK-23-2030 Vernier Clinometer
Precisely measures angles from a horizontal plane 

and is divided to single degrees over a 140 degree range. 
The level vial is graduated to 60 seconds per 2 mm. A right 
angled precision ground cross vial is mounted on the base. 
A movable vernier arm clamps at any position and allows 
reading of the angle to either one or fi ve minutes depending 
on the model. It is ideal for leveling and  aligning machin-
ery, small platforms and fi xtures. Radius arc 2.25”.  Vernier 
arm 4.5”. 

WK-23-2700 Coincidence Level
This Warren-Knight 23-2700 Coincidence Level pro-

vides fast, precise, accurate leveling of any fl at surface, es-
tablishing a true horizontal plane within ¼ second of arc or 
better. The coincidence, or split-bubble level, is conveniently 
viewed from the right angled eyepiece. This eyepiece can 
be mounted for sighting in, at almost any angle from 0 to 
90 degrees. Mounting holes are provided for permanent 
mounting to fi xtures. With case. 

WK-23-2020 Miniature Vernier Clinometer
Measures inclination or slope with a range of -5° to 

+10°, reading by the vernier to 30 seconds. Arc is divided 
every 15 minutes and numbered every 5° from -13° to +18°. 
The attached 7/8" magnifi er can be positioned to read the 
vernier over the full range of the graduated arc. A 60” per 
2 mm ground level vial is mounted on the vernier arm. The 
overall height is 3.25". Base is 5” x 1” x 1¼".

WK-23-2000 Variable Setting Clinometer
This 180° Clinometer can be instantly adjusted 

through 3° to a base, then angles can be measured directly 
in relation to this base and read to 5 minutes. Divided to 
single degrees 90-0-90 degrees. Vernier arm may be moved 
through the full graduation range and locked at any point. 
The 120 second per 2 mm spirit level is centered easily and 
quickly by turning the knurled. Measures: 7.25” x 2”. Height 
is 5”.

Clinometers
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Spirit Level Vials
Warren-Knight Instrument Company offers a wide 

variety of precision ground, custom, circular, ordinance and 
standardized commercial vials in quantities and sensitiv-
ity ranges of your choice. We have standardized mounts 
as well as customized designs for mounting depending on 
your application requirement. Sensitivities from 600 to 2 arc 
second can be provided, with temperature ranges for –60° 
to 200° F depending upon the fl uid used for fi lling. 

WK-46-6731 Single Scale Ball Clinometer
One scale, two ranges. 10° x 0° x 10°. Markings at 2½° 

intervals. 45° x 10° either side of 0°. Markings at 5° inter-
vals, 9/32 of an inch apart. 6" x 2".

Also available in Dual Scale Clinometer (WK-46-
6730). Two scales, two ranges. 6° x 0° x 6°. Markings at 
1° intervals. 55° x 0° x 55°. Markings at 5° intervals, ¼ of 
an inch apart. Readable to 2°, at a distance of 12 feet. 6" x 
3¾".  

WK-23-2070 Pendulum Clinometer
The W-K Pendulum Clinometer is easy to use and 

invaluable for use in awkward locations. Features extended 
vernier with magnifi er, which makes reading easy. The in-
strument incorporates a drum locking device which enables 
the operator to secure the indication of angle before the cli-
nometer is removed from the surface. Range: +180° to 0° to 
-180°. Reads to 1 minute 30 seconds of Arc. Base: 14" x 1½". 
Height: 4½". Weight: 2 lbs.

WK-23-2080 Pendulum Clinometer
Similar to the Warren-Knight WK-23-2070 Pendulum 

Clinometer, the WK-23-2080 Pendulum Clinometer has the 
same features and capabilities, but it is smaller in size. It 
features an extended vernier with a magnifi er, which makes 
reading easy. The WK-23-2080 features a range of +180° to 
0° to -180°. It reads to 1 minute 30 seconds of Arc. The base 
is 6" x 1½" with a height of 4½". The WK-23-2080 Pendulum 
Clinometer weighs 2 lbs.

Clinometers
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Specifi cations:

WK-20-8350 Telemetering 
Theodolite

The model WK-20-8350 is an integral 
part of the precision measuring system used by 
the FAA for calibration of Navigation Aids such 
as the Instrument Landing Systems (ILS), MLS, 
VOR, TACAN, and VORTAC. In ILS calibration, 
an operator tracks the "Flight Check" aircraft and 
adjusts the theodolite so that the image remains in 
the crosshairs. The theodolite azimuth and eleva-
tion readings are continually transmitted to the 
aircraft receiver by the UHF telemetric unit. The 
received theodolite signal is processed along with 
the received glide slope signal in the aircraft, to 
determine any errors in the signal of the ILS on-
course. This process is repeated for the localizer. 
The information is used to adjust the angle of the 
ILS glide scope and localizer signal transmission. 
This ground-based theodolite method is the most 
precise and accurate calibration method available.
 All of the Warren-Knight 20-8300 Series 
Theodolites, including this one, come furnished 
complete in a substantial carrying case and with 
the following accessories: a waterproof canvas 
cover, a sunshade, adjusting pins, a spanner 
wrench, an accessory tool, a screwdriver, spare 
bulbs and a Handbook Instruction Manual. The 
WK-20-8300 Series Theodolites have a telescope 
with a bent axis type and a 21 power main tele-
scope. They have a 4 power wide angle fi nder 
telescope viewed through the one eyepiece. The 
shipping weight is 55 lbs.

Length: 13.1”, counterbalanced, moisture 
and dustproof-internal focusing by rack and 
pinion – minimum focus 100’ with 21x power 
– all lenses with low refl ection coating.

Main Telescope: 42mm diameter achro-
matic doublet objective – effective aperture 
40mm- resolving 4 seconds – 2 degree fi eld 
of view.

Finder Telescope: 17mm diameter achro-
matic doublet objective – effective aperture 
15mm – fi eld of view 100 degrees

Eyepiece: Four element achromatic - .074” 
diameter exit pupil – 15/32” eye relief – 
molded soft rubber eye guard 

Sights: Two pair, one fi xed, one folding 
(hinged), mounted on telescope for quick 
alignment and spotting. 

Theodolites
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Theodolites

20-8400

20-8500

Specifi cations:WK-20-8400 Pilot Balloon 
Theodolite
 Designed to observe and measure angles 
of elevation and azimuth of pilot/weather bal-
loons, air crafts, ships or other moving objects to 
distances of 20,000 meters or more under condi-
tions of good visibility. The 90° elbow telescope 
design combines a 21 power main telescope with 
a wide angle 4 power telescope, viewed through 
one horizontal eyepiece. Permits superior tracking 
capability even when objects pass overhead. The 
micrometer drums are offered in various resolu-
tions, 6 arc minutes, 72 arc seconds and 36 arc 
seconds, to fi t your application. 
 The instrument is a light weight portable 
self-contained theodolite-- weighing only 19 
lbs. 10 oz. Movement of both the elevation and 
azimuth scales is by positive micrometer worm 
drive. A built-in battery box holds 2 fl ashlight 
cells for night illumination of scales and reticle. 
Permanently attached compass enables orienta-
tion by magnetic compass. 

 

WK-20-8500 Observation 
Theodolite
 Designed for permanent facilities. Instead 
of a battery box, there is wiring that terminates in 
a twist-lock, male cap for the illumination system 
of the scales and reticule for night operation. Has 
a 21-power main telescope and a wide 4-power 
fi nder telescope through one eyepiece. It has a full 
360° vertical and horizontal circles, which permit 
sightings from zenith to 10° below the horizontal 
and the full traverse to the right or to the left. 
 Both the vertical and the horizontal are 
equipped with positive drive gear, which can be 
quickly disengaged for hand movement. Scales 
and reticle are illuminated for night reading. A 
mating connector is furnished for making a suit-
able length line cord for connecting to a 6.3V pow-
er source or the WK-22-4850 Pibal Tivet . There is 
no magnetic compass and illumination is by 6 volt 
lamps.

20-8400 Pilot Balloon Theodolite:
Magnifi cation: 21x
Telescope: 90°
Finder: 4 power
Resolution: 6 Arc Minutes, 72 Arc Seconds, 36 
Arc Seconds
Measurement: Up to 20,000 Meters
Illumination: 2 Flashlight Cells
Built-In Battery Box
Weight: 19 lbs. 10 oz.
Movement by Micrometer Worm Drive

20-8500 Observation Theodolite: 
Magnifi cation: 21x
Finder: 4 power
Circles: 360°
Power: 6.3V 
Illumination: 6V Lamps
Built-In Wiring
No magnetic compass
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Theodolites

Specifi cations:

WK-20-9000 Series Electronic 
Meteorological Theodolite
 The WK-20-9000 Series Electronic Meteoro-
logical Theodolite (EMT) features rotary encoders 
for fast and accurate angle measurement with mini-
mal reading errors. Horizontal and vertical angles 
can be simultaneously read on large LCD panel 
display. The Plate Vial has a sensitivity of 40"/2 
mm. The Circular Vial has a sensitivity of 8'/2 mm. 
The Tribrach is detachable. 
 The EMT use 4 AA dry batteries (1.5V each) 
for a 6 Volt power. They have 10 hours (Manga-
nese) and 28 hours (Alkaline) of operating time.  
Operational temperature is -20°C to +50°C (-4°F to 
+122°F). The clamps and tangen screws are coaxil-- 
clamping and movement by locking endless tan-
gent worm screws on both Axis. Additional lower 
clamp and slow motion tangent screw all mechani-
cal and horizontal orientation of the instrument. 
Data storage can be provided using any customer 
supplied computer with IBM compatible RS-232 Se-
rial Port. 

The following are  Series Variations of the 
Electronic Observation Theodolite: The WK-20-9000 
Series comes with optical axis incremental encoders 
and worm drive encoders. The WK-20-9100 Series 
comes with optical axis incremental encoders. The 
WK-20-9200 Series comes with a manual back-up 
with scales and micrometer drums. The WK-20-
9300 Series comes with potentiometers on worms 
and a manual back-up. The WK-20-9400 Series 
comes with optical axis incremental encoders, op-
eration using internal and external power sources, 
and LCD heater, a 7 pin connector, and plate vial 
illumination. 
 An Observation Theodolite comes included 
with a waterproof instrument cover, a sunshade, 
adjusting pins, an Instruction Manual, a durable 
storage case, and a compass, trough style. 
 Optional accessories include the Warren-
Knight Wide Frame Extension Leg Tripod (WK-
19-6850AS), a Haze Filter (P/N 12-280-H), a Solar 
Shade (P/N 12-284-S), a Magnetic Compass (P/N 
24-290), a Compass Elevator (P/N 24-290-1), and a 
Warren-Knight Pibal Timer (WK-22-4850).  

Main Telescope:
Magnifi cation: 21x
Bent-Axis Type: Tracking
Effective Apperature: 40 mm
Resolving Power: 4 seconds
Field of View: 2 degrees
Min. Focus Distance: 50 feet

Finder Telescope:
Magnifi cation: 4x
Bend-Axis Type: Wide Angle
Effective Apperature: 15 mm
Field of View: 10 degrees
Min. Focus Distance: 20 feet

Sights: Set of two, one fi xed and one folding
Reticle: Spider-web cross hair assembly
Illumination: Back-lit display, Crosswires
Display: Segmented LCD
Measuring Units: 360° (minutes & seconds or 
decimal), 400 Grads, or 6400.00 Mils
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Theodolites

20-9600

Specifi cations:WK-20-9500 Series Electronic 
Mechanical Meteorological 
Theodolite (EMMT)
 Angles can be read using the segmented 
LCD display panels or by using the optical me-
chanical scales which can be viewed through the 
eyepiece. All data can be transferred to a com-
puter of PDA via RS-232 data ports. The standard 
confi guration of the WK-20-9500 Series theodo-
lite includes the Primary Display Panel located 
directly below the eyepiece. 
 Powered by four AA batteries. Unneces-
sary power drain is prevented by the Automatic 
Power Down feature. Features an internal illumi-
nation system for low light operating conditions. 
Equipped with electronic and mechanical scales. 
The mechanical system operates independently of 
the electronic system, and will remain operational 
in the even of power loss. 

WK-20-9600 Series Compact 
Electronic Theodolite Sys-
tems (CEMT)
 Designed for fast and accurate record-
ing of azimuth and elevation angles in various 
types of applications and conditions. The com-
pact design and the rugged construction make 
this the perfect instrument for fi rst response MET 
operations. The standard confi guration features 
two segmented LCD display panels for electronic 
readings. Includes the only electronic scales. 
 Runs on AA battery or external power 
source. Comes with selectable swing and standard 
modes, Illumination of Reticule ad external scales 
by LED or external light source, erect image and 
compass. Comes with RS-232 Data Output and 2 
LCD displays. Features an internal illumination 
system for low light operating conditions. 

Both the WK-20-9500 and the WK-20-9600 have a 
main telescope power of 21 and a minimum focus 
of 60 Meters, while the fi nder telescopes have a 
power of 4 and a minimum focus of 8 Meters. 

WK-20-9528 EMMT:
• Comes with RS-232 Data output
• Optical and Electronic
• Erect Image
• Selectable “swing” and standard modes
• Illumination of reticule, internal and 

external scales by LED
• Back-up external light source
• Illumination of Internal Optical Scales
• 2 Electronic LCD displays, Optical 

Plummet and Compass with ± .1 degree 
accuracy and back up external light 
source. 

WK-20-9628 CEMT:
• 2 telescopes viewed through the same 

eyepiece. 
• Electronic Only
• Accuracy to .1°
• Resolution to electronic .1° 
• Azimuth 360°
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Theodolites

Specifi cations:

Wind Speed and Direction Software*

WK-91-6100: For EMT WK-21-9000 Series 
using PCS. Program uses balloon rise rate.

WK-91-6110: For EMT WK-21-9000 Series 
using PDA. Program uses balloon rise rate.

WK-91-6500: For EMT WK-21-9000 or EM-
MTW WK-20-9500 Series including AGL, 
MSL, latitude and longitude using PCS. 

WK-91-6510: For EMT WK-21-9000 or 
EMMT WK-20-9500 Series including AGL, 
MSL, latitude and longitude using PDA. 

*Software and hardware specifi cations are 
subject to change without notice!

WK-90-5393 Upper Air Wind 
Speed and Direction Pibal 
System
 Determining upper air wind speed and di-
rection using a compatible Warren-Knight balloon 
tracking theodolite has never been easier. This Pibal 
(Pilot Balloon) System includes a convenient hand-
held PDA computer (TDS Nomad) loaded with the 
latest version of PIBAL software. The PDA can be 
connected to the W-K theodolite for hands free data 
logging operation, or by using the PIBAL's conve-
nient manual entry feature. 
 The PIBAL calculates wind speed, direction, 
and balloon altitude and stores it conveniently in 
an easy-to-read log fi le, which must be enabled. 
The PIBAL system includes Warren Knight’s PIBAL 
software, a hand-held TDS Nomad PDA, and an 8 
foot cable to connect the theodolite to a hand-held 
computer.

TDS Nomad PDA
806 MHz processor, a long-life battery and integrat-
ed wireless capabilities like WWAN, GPS, 802.11g, 
and Bluetooth.Features a high-resolution, sunlight-
visible VGA display that shows graphics and maps 
in crisp detail. The W-K Theodolite can also be attached to 
any Windows Operating Laptop System in place of the PDA 
System.
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Theodolites

Specifi cations:

22-400922-4003

Balloon Infl ation Kits

 The WK-22-4000 kit is used to fi ll balloons 
with neck sizes of 1.3" (32 mm) diameter. The WK-
22-8000 kit is used to fi ll balloons from 30 to 1500 
Grams-- neck size of 0.6" (14 mm) for the 30 and 100 
Gram balloons and neck size of 1.3" (32 mm) for the 
200 to 1500 Gram balloons. The individual compo-
nents (listed below) can be purchased separately:

• WK-22-4001 High Pressure Infl ation Hose: In-
cludes a "quick" connect for the WK-22-4002 on 
one end, and a threaded male connector for the 
WK-22-4009 on the other. 

• WK-22-4001-2 High Pressure Infl ation Hose 
w/ Valve: Same specifi cations as WK-22-4001. 
Includes a valve. 12 feet long. 

• WK-22-4002 Infl ation Valve/Stopcock: Con-
nects to the WK-22-4001. Complete with barbed 
connector for insertion with fi lling hose for the 
infl ation nozzle/weight. 

• WK-22-4003 Infl ation Nozzle for 10 Gram: 
Nozzle is 44 grams. Complete with 36" fi lling 
hose for connection with WK-22-4002.

• WK-22-4004 Infl ation Nozzle for 30 Gram: 
Nozzle is 139 grams (day weight) and 192 grams 
(night, total weight). Complete with 36" fi lling 
hose for connection with WK-22-4002. 

• WK-22-4005 Infl ation Nozzle for 100 Gram: 
Nozzle is 515 grams (day weight) and 552 grams 
(night weight). Complete with 36" fi lling hose 
for connection with WK-22-4002. 

• WK-22-4009 Helium Regulator: For use with 
standard Helium tank. Connects with WK-22-
4001. 

• WK-22-8004 Infl ation Nozzle System (30 & 
100 Gram): Includes nozzle, supplementary 
weights, and 36" fi lling hose for WK-22-4002.

• WK-22-8005 Infl ation Nozzle System (200-1500 
Gram): Comes with weight hanger. 

WK-22-4000 Kit Includes:
• WK-22-4001
• WK-22-4002
• WK-22-4003
• WK-22-4004
• WK-22-4005
• WK-22-4009

WK-22-8000 Kit Includes*:
• WK-22-4001
• WK-22-4002
• WK-22-4009
• WK-22-8004
• WK-22-8005

*A WK-22-8100 kit is also available. It 
includes the WK-22-4001-2 instead of the 
WK-22-4001 High Pressure Infl ation Hose.

22-4000 Kit

22-8000 Kit
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Theodolites
Ceiling & Pilot Balloons
 Ceiling and Pilot Balloons are tracked visually and 
are primarily used for the determination of cloud heights 
and wind and speed and direction. 

WK-22-3010 Ceiling Balloon: Used to ascertain cloud 
height by timing the ascent of the balloon.
WK-22-3030 Pilot Balloon: Used in conjunction with a the-
odolite to determine wind speed and direction, 30 grams.
WK-22-3100 Pilot Balloon: High altitude wind speed and 
direction balloons, 100 grams.

WK-22-4850 Pibal Timer
Designed with a signal buzzer that sounds when the 

sweep second hand reaches the 50 second dial graduation 
and again sounds when the second hand reaches the zero 
graduation. The 7 ½” diameter dial reads to single seconds, 
numbered every 5 seconds. Operates on 90 to 130 volts, 60 
cycle, AC power. Provides 6.3 volt AC power receptacle to 
supply power for the theodolite WK-20-8500 illuminating 
system. Size: 8 ¾ x 8 ¾ x 3”. Dial Diameter: 7 ½". Optional 
accessories are available.

WK-22-2095 Ceiling Light Projector
Measures cloud heights up to 3,000 feet. The projec-

tor features a large refl ector and 100 watt, 6 volt sealed-
beam lamp. Life of 50 hours (approx.). Includes a 3-minute 
time limit switch, which is connected to the lamp power 
supply and prevents longer periods of operation. The lamp 
operates on 120 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Used to determine the 
elevation angle of the light spot projected on the cloud base. 
Size: 9" diameter x 13" height (229M x 330M).Weight: 18 lbs. 
(8 kg). Shipping: 25 lbs, (11.3 kg).

WK-22-2090 Sight Clinometer
Provides elevation angle measurements used to 

determine the height of the cloud base. Measures the angle 
between the observer and the spot of light projected by the 
clouds on the 22-2095. Consists of a bottle-shaped metal 
sighting tube with cross hairs, a quadrant scale graduated 
from 0 to 90°, and a pendant arm. The sighting tube has a 
¼-inch-diameter peep sight with an attached soft rubber eye 
shield. Weight: 2 lbs. (0.9 kg.). Shipping: 6 lbs. (2.7 kg).
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Optical Tooling
WK-51-1000 Alignment Telescope 
 Well-suited to applications not requiring a microm-
eter. Alignment telescopes are made of heavy walled, heat 
treated, alloy steel tubing meeting AIA specifi cations. 
Length: 14". Available in magnifi cation 20x at 2 inches, 30x 
at infi nity. Effective aperature: 1.34". Resolution: 3.9 arc 
seconds. Also available in  WK-51-1100, which has a 6.978" 
barrel. The outside diameter is 1.7494 to 1.7497".  Length: 
9.5". Magnifi cation 20x at 2 inches, 30x at infi nity. Effective 
aperture: 0.925". Resolution: 6.0 arc seconds.

WK-51-2000 Spherical Alignment Telescope
 The Warren-Knight WK-51-2000 Spherical Align-
ment Telescope has a line of sight for spherical alignment 
systems meeting AIA specifi cations without micrometers. 
Alignment telescopes have provided fl exibility and versatil-
ity in their perform ace of complex alignment operations 
for many years. The telescope has magnifi cation to 34x. 
The telescope is 17.75 inches long with a diameter 2.2495 to 
2.2498 inches. The Telescope is provided with illumination.

WK-51-2200 Spherical Micrometer Alignment 
Telescope

The most versatile alignment scope with two mi-
crometers for precise measurements in two directions per-
pendicular to the line of sight. It is an invaluable aid when 
highly accurate dimensional data of any point in space is 
required. Magnifi cation increases to 46x at infi nity focus. 
Micrometers Range .100". Graduation 0.001". Accuracy 
0.0001". Barrel length 10". Overall length 17.75". Diameter 
2.2495 - 2.2498".

WK-51-3000 Alignment Collimator
Used to establish positions in reference to a line of 

sight and for checking and adjusting optical alignment 
instruments. This Warren-Knight WK-51-3000 Alignment 
Collimator makes accurate positioning easier. The collima-
tor barrel is machined from hardened steel with a hard 
chrome surface. Barrel length is 12 inches, diameter is 
2.2498 inches. The infi nity target is graduated every thirty 
seconds. Provided with durable case.
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Optical Tooling
WK-32-800 Right Angle Eyepiece

This eyepiece is interchangeable with a standard 
eyepiece of a boresight telescope. It has a black wrinkle cast 
exterior. The eyepiece is 1 inch in diameter. The eyepiece 
can be converted in the fi eld as required to form a straight-
through vision system or a right-angle system. This eye-
piece maintains an erect image and can be rotated through 
360° for sighting from any angle perpendicular to the line of 
sight. Can be adapted to work with Warren-Knight analog 
or digital video eyepiece system. 

WK-51-4700 Auto Collimation Eyepiece Series 
This eyepiece series converts most auto levels and 

theodolites to autocollimation instruments. Illumination of 
reticule is provided by the W-K LED Illuminator, WK-31-
1112. The plug-in lamp (LED) is used for circle illumination 
of the Wild Optical Theodolites and Wild A/C Eyepiece 
Illumination. Can be adapted to fi t other makes and models 
of theodolites, transits, and levels. Also shown with WK-31-
3202 eyepiece with bayonet mount. 

Optical Micrometers
This Optical Micrometer measures horizontal or 

vertical line displacement. Range of .200 inch. Reads to .001 
inch. The mounting ring has four machined slots which fi t 
over a pin in the telescope barrel for quick and accurate in-
dexing of the micrometer to a horizontal or vertical position. 
Unit has a dust cover glass and a split clamp Available in 
single axis (WK-58-2100) and dual axis (WK-58-2200). Can 
be adapted to fi t various theodolites, transits, and levels.

WK-58-9005 Ball Holder
This Warren-Knight WK-58-9005 Ball Holder is a cup 

mount for spherical adapters or targets. Used for any sphere 
with a 3½" diameter sphere. The W-K Ball Holder is made 
of stainless steel. It has a 2" height and a 1¾" radius with an 
adjustable height of ¾". The vehicle column of the holder is 
hollow to permit downward sighting through it. The WK-
58-9005 has threads of  1¼" x 7 UNC. It meets AIA specifi ca-
tions.
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Optical Tooling
WK-51-9010 WYE Rotating Base

A precision mounting base designed to accommo-
date all 2.25 alignment telescopes and collimators. Four 
screw leveling and slow motion tangent screw make posi-
tioning reliable and easy. The instrument is supported on 
two "wyes" on center that are mounted to a channel sec-
tioned bar. The wyes provide stable support of the instru-
ment barrel. For added protection, adjustable metal clips 
secure the telescope to the wyes. Special wye spacings are 
available upon request.

WK-59-1360 Slides
Warren-Knight Instrument Company Slides are 3½x 

8" thread/ compatible for use with any brackets, stands or 
tripods. 5/8”x11 thread adapters available. Available in 
WK-59-1350 Precision Lateral Slide, WK-59-1361 Lateral 
Slide with Micrometer (5/8 x 11" threads), WK-59-1362 
Dual Axis Slide with Micrometer (5/8 x 11" threads), WK-
59-1363 Lateral Slide with Micrometer, (3½ x 8" threads), 
and WK-59-1364 Dual Axis Slide with Micrometer (3½ x 8" 
threads). 

WK-58-1890 Magnetic Mirror
Checks the perpendicularity of any fl at surface to a 

line of sight by means of auto refl ection or auto-collimation. 
The mirror has a circular front surface with a 2.5 inch diam-
eter. Its refl ecting surface is fl at to within a ¼ wave length 
in 50 mm diameter. Single magnet parallel to ± 3 seconds 
of arc. Also available in 4" diameter (WK-58-1894) and 6" 
diameter (WK-58-1846). Three magnetic feet are cemented 
to the back of the 4" and 6" mirrors.

WK-59-3000 Trivet
For supporting jig transits, precision levels, or theod-

olites. The Warren-Knight 59-3000 Trivet is very rigid and 
is supported by removable, hardened steel points. It has 
3½" x 8 mounting threads. The instrument is 5-5/8” from 
the fl oor to the bottom of the threads. The Trivet provides 
a convenient means of setting up instruments on surface 
plates, machine tables, the fl oor, or any place where the line 
of sight is close to the supporting surface. Weight: 7 lbs.
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Optical Tooling

58-9000

58-8400

Specifi cations:

WK-58-8400 Target Centering 
Kit
 Contains each of the items listed below. 
They're available to be purchased individually:

• WK-58-8410 Adjustable Holder (Large 
Bores): Device holds a target in any bore from 
18 in. to 68½ in. in diameter. The target holder is 
supported by three telescoping legs. Used with 
the WK-58-8420 Indicator Holder.

• WK-58-8415 Legs: Three sets of legs are sup-
plied for use in bores of diameters from 16 in. to 
23½ in., 23½ in. to 38½ in. and 38½ in. to 68½ in., 
respectively. Legs for use in bores 65" to 121" in 
diameter are also available.

• WK-58-8425 Extension Rod: For WK-58-8420 
for use on bores of diameters from 67 in. to 121 
in. 

• WK-58-8428 Dial Indicator: For use with 
WK-58-8420 Indicator Holder, reading to .001 
in., graduated 0-100, range .250 in. 

• WK-58-8455 Target Centering Device: Mi-
crometer stick with vernier micrometer reading 
to .001 in. and a V-type adapter on one end. Con-
sists of three sets of each extensions necessary to 
fi t bores from 5 in. to 21½ in. diameter. 

WK-58-9000 Telescope Mount
 Designed to hold and position alignment 
telescopes with  2.25 inch diameter barrels. Precise 
positioning of a telescope can be obtained and fi xed 
in position. The entire unit weighs 13 lbs. The Tele-
scope Mount includes the WK-58-9002 "T" Slotted 
Base and the WK-58-9003 Cones with Vee Block. 
 The "T" Slotted Base has two parallel T-slots 
and a threaded section for attaching plate to the 
head assembly of an instrument stand or tripod. 
The WK-58-9003 is an adjustable cone-type Vee 
block with the cones offset from the mounting as-
sembly. The optical axis can be adjusted horizon-
tally or vertically.

WK-58-8400 Target Centering Kit:
• Adjustable Large Bore Holder
 -Holds 18" to 68½" diameter
• Target Centering Device
 -Contains extensions that fi t bores   
 from 5" to 21½" diameter
• Legs
 -Fit in bores 16" to 68½" in diameter
 -Also available to fi t 65" to 121"
• Extension Rod
 -Fits bores 67" to 121" in diameter

WK-58-9000 Telescope Mount:
• "T" Slotted Base
 -3½" x 8" threaded section
 -7 lbs. 
 -9" x 8" x 1¼"
• Cones w/ Vee Block
 -6 lbs.
 -Cone: 2.37" x 2.12" x 0.75" (shaft)
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Tripods

19-1000

19-1010

19-1060

WK-19-1310 Survey Compass Tripod 
Made of aluminum with telescoping legs and stain-

less steal (non-magnetic) points. The leg tops clamp to the 
head and leg spread tension is adjusted by screw driver. 
Leg swing is 45°. A threaded ball seat, machined in the tri-
pod head, fi ts the Ball-Joint furnished with the W-K Com-
pass (WK-40-1300). 34" closed, 68" open. Weight 3 ½ lbs. 

WK-19-6800 Wide Frame Wood Tripod
 Made with fi berglass dowels and cast aluminum 
hardware. Designed for strength, stability, resistance to 
twist, and good damping of vibrations. Although this alloy 
is slightly heavier than aluminum, it is stronger, wears bet-
ter, and has a bearing surface as hard as cast iron. Length 
42” closed, 72” open. Weight 17 lbs. Has 5/8” x 11” threads.

WK-19-6850 Extension Leg Tripod         
Heavy duty, wide frame, wood and composite. 

3-1/5” x 8 thread with retaining chain.

WK-19-7358 Non-Magnetic Tripod
 Heavy duty tripod, composite material, black. Exten-
sion leg with 5/8” x 11 thread, retaining cable, non mag-
netic. 37" Closed.

WK-59-2350 Elevation Tripod
The superb torsional rigidity of the Elevation Tripod 

Series is matched by its support strength (150 lbs., 68 kg). 
The 59-2350 has a load capacity of 150 lbs. (68 kg) with a 
maximum height of 70" (178 cm) and a minimum height of 
33.5" (85 cm). The tripod weighs 23 lbs. with a maximum 
spread of 73" (185 cm). It has a foot plate diameter of 4" (10 
cm) for self-leveling and a 5/8" hole for spiking. Shorter 
height available (WK-59-2330). 

WK-19-1000 & WK-19-1010 Adapter Plates 
Converts 3½” x 8" thread to 5/8” x 11" thread (WK-

19-1000). The 19-1010 does the reverse conversion. 

WK-19-1060 Mounting Ring
3½" x 8" thread. Ring width is ½".

19-6800 19-6850

19-7358 59-2350

19-1310
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Stands
WK-59-2000 Stationary Adjustable Stand
 Features: Rack and pinion raising mechanism with 
collar lock and safety ratchet pawl, Adjustable tension as-
sembly, Elevation tube has a 2.687-20 thread which allows 
for various adapters and assessors as well as custom at-
tachments to be easily interchanged, 3 swivel casters with 
rubber tires, and Heavy duty lift locking mechanism raises 
and lowers stand on casters for mobility. A U.S. standard 
3½” x 8” thread is machined in the head for instrument 
attachment. the column is hollow to permit downward 
sighting, with a clear 2.0” diameter aperture. 

 These stands are provided with rubber shock bum-
pers and a shock-resistant plastic thread cap. The fl oor space 
required for both stands is 32½” x 37½”. 

Available in a low moveable stand-- 24" to 41" (WK-
59-2310) and a high  moveable stand-- 40" to 73" (WK-59-
2320); shown right. Net weight: low stand is 138 lbs.; high 
stand is 160 lbs.  Shipping weight: low stand is 198 lbs.; high 
stand is 220 lbs.

WK-59-2325 Instrument Stands - Tall
 Available in a number of confi gurations whose 
working heights range from a minimum of 67” (1.7 m) to 
as high as 112”(2.84 m). Height is measured from the fl oor 
to the top of the intermediate tube. 
 Also available in a hollow version. Supports all 
types of metrology instrumentation. Mobility around the 
shop fl oor is permitted using the drop-down casters un-
der the heavy-duty tribrach base which are engaged and 
released by a handwheel crank mechanism. An air-check 
mechanism provides backup protection to prevent sudden 
"falls" of the instrument column.

WK-59-3500 Stand Extensions
 Extension piece increases the maximum height of 
Warren-Knight tripods and stands. Fitted with a 3½" x 8" 
male and female thread. Hollow for vertical center line 
plumbing. 
 Available in 3 inch (WK-59-3503), 5 inch (WK-59-
3505), 10 inch (WK-59-3510), 20 inch (WK-59-3520), and 40 
inch (WK-59-3540).

59-2000

59-2320

59-2325

59-3500
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Navigation
WK-10-0701A-VT Vertical Transit 

Designed to provide a means to independently es-
tablish the sighting and pointing accuracy of an automatic 
tracking or other radar systems. The telescope has an erect 
image, magnifi cation of 8x and fi eld of view of 8° and 45 
minutes. The reticle is photo etched, with divisions every 5 
mils, numbered every 10 mils for a total of 70 mils on each 
side of the center on both the horizontal and vertical axis. 
Reticle center is coincident with instrumental optical axis 
and azimuth axis within ± 1 mil.

WK-13-7500 Telescopic Marine Alidade 
Using adapter rings to mount the alidade on a com-

pass or gyrocompass indicator, the alidade is primarily 
intended to be used with the 6” and 7½“ magnetic compass 
and the 6” and 7 ½” gyrocompass indicator. The nitrogen 
purged main housing consists of a reticle-equipped, terres-
trial telescope for viewing distant objects and an auxiliary 
optical system for viewing the compass card and the bubble 
in the level vial. With adapter rings and case.

WK-24-1173 Transparent Three-Arm Protractor 
Measures 12 3/16" in diameter and is divided to 

single degrees with verniers readable to two arc minutes. 
The markings are internal, and the clear laminated plastic 
is .040” thick. The left and right arms extend 12½” from the 
center of the circle, can be rotated a full 360° and clamped 
at any point. Used for sighting closer objects or where the 
accuracy of the metal three-arm protractor is not needed.

WK-24-1175L and 24-1175R Precision Three-Arm 
Metal Protractor 

Consists of a 6¼” diameter hard bronze circle with 
one fi xed arm and two moveable arms. Each arm has an 18” 
ruler and a 13½” detachable extension ruler. The circular 
scale is graduated to half degrees with  10 degree mark-
ings. Each arm is provided with a vernier reading to single 
minutes. Four interchangeable pivot plugs are provided 
for determining and marking the location of the instrument 
center.
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Navigation
Survey & Navigational Sextants 

Constructed of a special brass alloy, treated and 
enameled to prevent corrosion. The handle is slightly in-
clined to provide a more natural grip. A bubble attachment 
and astigmatizer lens are available. The sextant has a guar-
anteed accuracy of better than 9 seconds of arc. This accu-
racy includes so-called "instrument error" which indicates 
the high standard to which these instruments are manufac-
tured. Treated and enameled to prevent corrosion. Avail-
able with 4 x 40 or 6 x 30 telescopes.

WK-39-2000 Binocular Carriage 
Provides smooth and easy movement of the binocu-

lar in elevation and azimuth. The elevation control will al-
low for 70° of rotation, 10° depression to 60° of elevation. A 
graduated circle, in 1° intervals, is mounted to permit read-
ing the azimuth on a required line of sight. Also provided, is 
a manually operated mechanism with locking device, which 
will adjust the height of the binocular through a range of 8 
inches. Pedestal base (shown in WK-39-2100) and Binocular 
(WK-39-5000) are available.

WK-39-2100 Binocular Assembly
A magnifi cation of 20 power. Provided with eye 

guards. Each focusing knob is provided with a diopter scale 
that is graduated from -3 to +1 diopters in ½ inch diopter 
increments. Interpupillary distance of the eyepieces is con-
trolled by an inter-ovular handle that is adjustable from 56 
to 74 millimeters. An increase density control is provided to 
adjust the polarized light fi lters. Purge valves and an adjust-
able brow pad are provided for operator stability.

WK-39-5000 Binoculars
Fitted with rubber eye cups designed for your com-

fort and to exclude extraneous external light. Moisture 
resistant with a nitrogen fl ushed optical system. Left piece 
eyepiece focus adjustment for compensation of individual 
eye strength. Includes: interpupillary distance adjustment, 
fi xed focus fi nder with adjustable reticle, an objective lens 
dust cap, and binocular focus adjustment. Reticle in the 
right eyepiece. UV Filter optional.
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Survey
WK-29-3000 Surface Mounting Ring

Standard 3½" x 8" external threads and a fl ange with 
three bolt holes to allow secure fastening to any surface. 
The three countersunk holes are 0.169 inch in diameter, and 
at 120° apart on a bolt circle of 3 15/16 inches diameter. 

WK-19-1400 Jacob Staff  (not shown)
Used with Warren-Knight Compasses or other in-

struments designed for mono pole operation. Made of 
Maple Wood. Length: 54 inches. Weight: 3½ lbs.

WK-26-2000 Digital Azimuth Device 
 Incorporates an electronic horizontal circle with azi-
muth resolution to 0.01 degrees and an accuracy of ±.01 de-
grees. Has a 30x telescope with a vertical range of 360 degrees 
and a 40MM objective aperture that provides a fi eld of view 
of 1 degree 30’ or 25 meters at 1000M. Standard reticle is an 
orthogonal crosswire pattern with no stadia indicators. FM 
transmitter operates in a variety of bands and has a range of 
six nautical miles. Various sensitivities of angle are available.

WK-40-1300 Surveyors Compass
Designed for long term use with ease of adjustment 

and repair. Has a 4 quadrant vernier scale (0 to 90°). This 
compass will outperform any Surveyor's Compass ever 
made. 6.5” sights, Width 6.4”, Length 7.5”, Height with 
sights folded 2”, Capable of 1 in 2000 or better surveys. 
Graduated to ½ degrees. With case and ball joint socket (8 
oz.). Weighs 2 lbs. 8 oz. Shipping weight is 6 lbs. Also avail-
able in WK-40-1360 Model (azimuth 360° scale). 

WK-40-1430 Foresters Compass 
An accurate, versatile and compact instrument for 

professional use by foresters, logging engineers and tim-
ber cruisers. Has a fl at base and a straight edge (beveled 
and graduated to ¼"). Sold with interchangeable scales on 
sights that enable slope measurements to ± 30% or ± 60%.  
Features a vernier so the declination can be set off to within 
5 minutes of arc. Compass comes with a ball joint socket, 
slope measurement scales, and case.
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Custom Design
WK Alignment Camera System

The above photograph shows an alignment sys-
tem complete with a mirror, sensors, an optical clinometer 
and its support, a wireless receiver, a four-cone alignment 
bracket, an alignment telescope, a computer monitor, and a 
camera eyepiece. The system is used to take an image from 
a telescope, as seen through the eyepiece. This includes the 
reticle image and is viewed on the monitor. This alignment 
camera system is available in either analog or digital for-
mats. 

WK Video Camera Theodolite System 
The video camera is mounted on a theodolite tele-

scope to allow an eyepiece image, such as a reticle and a 
target, to be shown on a monitor. This video camera theodo-
lite system can be used in applications where the operator 
does not have room to view through the eyepiece and when 
the user requires a record of the image for comparison and 
permanent fi le storage. Accuracy and resolution specifi ca-
tions can be customer-defi ned.

WK Telemetric Shipboard Alignment System
The Warren Knight Telemetric Shipboard Alignment 

System is designed to facilitate combat system alignment by 
providing a quick and simple method to measure differen-
tial angles between two planes. The Warren-Knight system 
features up to thirty-two sensors—accurate to within ± 10 
arc seconds. The sensors are encased in a sturdy aluminum 
housing each with a precision machined base.

WK-23-3100 Wireless Differential Angle Measur-
ing System

The W-K Series Wireless Differential Angle Measur-
ing System allows for quick and accurate measurement of 
the angular difference between two horizontal planes over 
a hard-wired or wireless network. It measures the differ-
ence in angles of elevation between Sensor 1 (916 MHz) and 
Sensor 2 (914 MHz). Each sensor head contains a pendulum 
style encoder, transceiver, and a rechargeable battery pack.
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Custom Design
WK-29-0709 Mini Collimator
 The Mini Collimator's small size results in affordabil-
ity without compromising accuracy. Designed for precision 
center line alignment within tight spaces and where power 
sources are limited. Barrel's outside diameter is 1.125". 
Contains a single cross reticule target which is concentric to 
the outside diameter to less than 10 arc seconds. Target is 
illuminated from the rear by a low voltage battery operated 
Warren-Knight LED Illuminator (WK-31-1112). Length is 
3.530".

WK-29-0718 Beamsplitter/Adapter
 The WK-29-0718 Beamsplitter/Adapter is mounted 
on an eyepiece to provide illumination of the reticle for 
autocollimation. Synchronization errors can be detected in 
either x or y when used with optical tooling accessories.  In 
the original design, an auxiliary telescope with self con-
tained reticle limit lines are used for viewing through the 
eyepiece to provide a visual “go”, “no-go” pattern for quick 
determination of compliance to specifi cation requirements.

WK-29-0701 Day Vision Collimator
Provided with a light source and reticule (customer 

can request different designs). Used to replicate a target at 
infi nity without parallax. Optical collimators can be used to 
calibrate other optical devices in need of an infi nity target, 
to check if all elements are aligned on the optical axis, to set 
elements at proper focus, or to align two or more devices 
such as binoculars and gun barrels/gunsights. The WK-29-
0701 is 7" in diameter with a 29" overall length; 37 lbs.

WK-29-0741 Thermal Collimator
A specialized collimator used to calibrate infrared/

night vision fi re control systems. The collimator contains a 
reticle which can be seen by the thermal sensor of the de-
vice being calibrated. The design allows aligning in lighted 
or unlighted conditions. Variations can be provided. The 
Warren-Knight 29-0741 Thermal Collimator has a length of 
36" and a height of 12.12" with a 10.5" width. It weighs ap-
proximately 40 lbs.
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Custom Design
WK-29-2000 Wye Telescope 

Warren-Knight's standard inexpensive alignment 
telescope that can be used on almost any fi xture. Bracketing 
and special support available. Variable power telescopes, 
numerous reticles, and level vial sensitivities are options. 
The Wye Telescopes are custom made to your specifi cations. 
The Warren-Knight WK-29-2000 Wye Telescope has a mag-
nifi cation power of 20x with a minimum focus of 5½'. The 
fi eld of view is 10'-1°10' and the objective diameter is 1.92". 

WK-29-3100 Dioptometer 
 Primarily used to check the range and make the 
"zero" setting of focusing eyepieces for optical instruments 
such as binoculars, range fi nders, theodolites, spectrome-
ters, telescopes, etc. It is useful in accurately determining the 
diopter setting of another instrument. It has a resolution of 
one diopeter. In use, the dioptometer is placed between the 
eye and the eyepiece of the instrument to be checked. The 
focusing sleeve of the dioptometer is then adjusted until the 
fi eld is in sharp focus. 

WK-29-3500 Millidioptometer
Measures the spherical power, astigmatism of 

prisms, plane parallel plates, refl ector assemblies, etc. or to 
set the diopter scale reading in various optical systems to 
a resolution of 1 millidiopter. Range of ±200 millidiopters 
and 20x magnifi cation.  Successful repeating of sharp focus 
setting is within 0.5 milliopter when viewing a 7.5 second 
National Bureau of standards resolution target, at a distance 
of 40 feet. Field of view: 2°. Weight: 3¼ lbs.

WK-29-6303 Alignment Telescope
The WK-29-6303 has different magnifi cation and fo-

cusing ranges available to accommodate various distances. 
Shown with a right angle eyepiece, its effective aperture 
is 45 mm. It has a target distance of 100 m to 500 m. This 
alignment telescope has a resolving power of 3". It provides 
the capability to detect, classify, track, and determine the 
location of enemy indirect fi re, such as mortars, artillery and 
rockets in either 90-degree or 360-degree modes.
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Custom Design
WK-29-7110 Muzzle Breach Bracket

The Muzzle Breach Bracket (MBB) houses an Align-
ment Telescope/Auto-Collimator with video eyepiece in-
cludes: power supply, fi xture, and telescope camera system 
utilizing cabling, a miniature fl at panel video monitor and 
sensor reader. The straight through breach bracket in-
cludes centering bevels for alignment of the bracket and the 
alignment scope with the internal center line of the barrel 
mounts (gun snout) and gun breach. This is one component 
of a Turret Alignment System.

WK-96-5010 Portable Video Target Sight Monitor
The Portable Video Target Sight Monitor features a 

high defi nition fl at panel display system, onboard recharge-
able power supply powering both the camera and the dis-
play, connection port for the camera interface cable connec-
tor, and outside power source cable connector for battery 
charging or running the monitor and camera system with 
a 90-230 50-60Hz VAC power source. Housed in a rugged 
weather resistant case enclosure with handle.

WK-29-7000 C.W.S Gun Mount Synchronization
The Commander's Weapon Station Gun Mount Sync. 

fi xture provides a refl ective surface in front of the C.W.S 
sight exit window that represents the gun mount in all 
elevation and depression positions. It is used to verify that 
the gun and the sight are synchronized when the gun is el-
evated through its full range. A beam splitter assembly that 
fi ts over the gunsight eyepiece is required and included for 
this test.

WK Ammunition Bracket
Designed to check the fi t and function of the Ammo 

Rack in the M1A1 hull. The gage checks the position of the 
hole locations, relative to each other, on the Ammo Rack 
mounting pads using the supplied gage pins. The gage also 
checks for the Hull compartment fi t and area operation 
interface using two additional Template Assemblies which 
are installed using the hand knob assemblies and straight 
bar mounted to check for interference.
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Surveying, Metric Tables
• Useful Numbers in Surveying
Converting                Multiplier              Converse
Feet  into Links 1,515  .66
Yards  into Links 4,545  .22
Square Feet into Acres .0000230 43560
Square Yards into Acres .0002066 4840
Feet  into Miles .0001894 5280
Yards  into Miles .0005682 1760
Chains  into Miles .0125  80

• Reduction of Base Lines to Level of Sea
L= Length of base line measured in feet
h= Height of base line above sea level in feet
c= Correction in feet to be subtracted from base line length
c= (Lh) / 20,890,592 (Log 20,890,592 = 7.3199507)

• Surveyors or Land Measure
1 Link = 7.92 inches
1 Rod (or pole) = 25 links = 16½ feet
1 Chain = 100 links = 4 rods = 66 feet
1 Furlong = 40 rods = 10 chains = � mile
1 Mile = 320 rods = 5,280 feet
1 Acre = 160 square rods = 43,560 square feet
1 Square Mile = 640 acres
*Note: To set out a right angle with a chain, take 40 links 
for the base, 30 links for the perpendicular and 50 for the 
hypotenuse.

• Miscellaneous
1 kilogram per meter = .6720 pounds per foot
1 gram per square millimeter = 1.422 pounds per sq. in.
1 kilogram per square meter = 0.2084 pounds per sq. ft.
1 kilogram per cubic meter = .0624 pounds per cubic foot
1 degree centigrade = 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit
1 pound per foot = 1.488 kilograms per meter
1 pound per square foot = 4.882 kilograms per sq. m
1 pound per cubic foot = 16.02 kilograms per cubic  meter
1 degree Fahrenheit = .5556 degrees centigrade
1 Calorie (French Thermal Unit) = 3.968 British Thermal  
 Unit
1 Horse Power = 33,000 foot pounds per minute; 746 watts
1 Watt (Unit of Electrical Power) = .00134 Horse Power,   
 44.22 foot pounds per minute
1 Kilowatt = 1,000 W, 1.34 Horse Power, 44,220 ft. lbs/min.

• Linear Measurement to Angles
Linear   Per Inch                 Per 10 Inches             Per Foot
.000001" 0.206 Sec. 0.021 Sec. 0.017 Sec.
.000025" 5.157 Sec. 0.516 Sec. 0.430 Sec. 
.00005"  10.3 Sec. 1.03 Sec. 0.86 Sec.
.0001"  20.6 Sec. 2.06 Sec. 1.71 Sec.
.001"  206 Sec.            20.6 Sec. 17.2 Sec.
.005"              1,031 Sec.         103 Sec.             86 Sec.

• Angles of Linear Measurement
Angle  Per Inch    Per 10 Inches Per Foot
1 Sec.  .000005      .00048 .00058
5 Sec.  .000024      .000242 .000291
10 Sec.  .000048      .000485 .000582
20 Sec.  .000097      .000970 .001163
30 Sec.  .000145      .001454 .001745
1 Min.  .000291      .002909 .003491

• Measures of Length
10 millimeters (mm) = 1 centimeter (cm)
10 centimeters (cm) = 1 decimeter (dm)
10 decimeters (dm) = 1 meter (m)
1 meter = 39.37 in., 3.28083 ft., 1.0936 yds.
1 centimeter = .3937 inch
1 millimeter = .03937 inch or approx. 1/25 inch
1 kilometer = 0.62137 mile
10 meters = 1 dekameter (Dm)
10 dekameters = 1 hekameter (Hm)
10 hekameters = 1 kilometer (Km)
1 foot = .3048 meter
1 inch = 2.54 centimeters; 25.4 millimeters

• Measures of Surface
1 square meter = 10.764 sq. ft; 1.196 sq. yds.
1 squar centimeter = .155 square inch
1 square millimeter = .00155 square inch
1 square yard = .836 square meter
1 square foot = .0929 square meter

• Measures of Volume and Capacity
1 square meter = 35.314 cubic feet, 1.308 cubic  
 yards, 264.2 gallons (231 cubic inches)
1 cubic decimeter = 61.023 cubic in., .0353 cubic ft. 
1 cubic centimeter = .061 cubic in.
1 liter = 1 cubic decimeter
             61.023 cubic inches
             .0353 cubic foot
             1.0567 quarts (U.S.)
             2642 gallon (U.S.)
             2.202 lbs.of water at 62°F
1 cubic in. = 16.393 cubic centimeters
1 gallon (British) = 4.543 liters
1 gallon (U.S.) = 3.785 liters

• Measures of Weight
1 gram = 15.432 grains
1 kilogram = 2.2046 pounds
1 metric ton = .9842 ton of 2,240 lbs., 19.68 centum 
weights, 2,204.6 lbs.
1 grain = .0648 gram 
1 ounce avoirdupois = 28.35 grams
1 pound = .4536  kilogram
1 ton of 2,240 lbs. = 1.016 metric ton, 1,016 kg



Clinometer, Pendulum
Clinometer, Sight
Clinometer, Variable Setting
Clinometer, Vernier
Clinometers
Clinotronic Plus
Collimator, Alignment
Collimator, Day Vision
Collimator, Mini
Collimator, Thermal
Compasses 

D

Dioptometer
Digital Azimuth Device

E

Eyepiece, Auto Collimation
Eyepiece, Right Angle

L

Level Meters
Level, Abney
Level, Block
Level, Coincidence
Level, Hand
Level, Mini
Level, Quadrant
Level, Spirit
Level, Spirit Vial
Levels
Levels, Electronic

M

Mandrels, Custom Boresight
Micrometer, Optical
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A

Adapter Plates & Rings
Alidade, Telescopic Marine

B

Balloon, Ceiling/Pilot
Ball Holder
Balloon Infl ation Kits
Base, WYE Rotating
Beamsplitter/Adapter
Binocular Assembly
Binocular Carriage
Binoculars
Boresight Fixtures
Boresights
Boresights, Video
Bracket, Ammunition
Bracket, Muzzle Breach

C

C.W.S Gun Mount Synch.
Ceiling Light Projector
Clinotronic 2000
Clinometer, Ball Scale
Clinometer, Digital
Clinometer, Drum
Clinometer, Optical

Millidioptometer
Mirror, Magnetic
Monitor, Video Sight Target

P

Pibal System
Pibal Timer
Protractor, Digital
Protractor, Electronic
Protractor, Propellor
Protractor, Three-Arm 

S

Sensors, Zerotronic
Sextants, Navigational 
Slides
Staff, Jacob
Stand Extensions
Stands
Surface Mounting Ring
Survey Instruments

T

Target Centering Kit
Telemetric Alignment System
Telescope Mount
Telescope, WYE
Telescopes, Alignment
Theodolite, CEMT
Theodolite, EMMT
Theodolite, EMT
Theodolite, Observation
Theodolite, Pilot Balloon
Theodolite, Telemetering
Theodolites
Tooling, Optical
Transit, Vertical
Tripods
Trivet
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Clinometer, Drum
Clinometer, Opticaaaaallllllll
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